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the comforting alternative

Natural Legacy is the beautiful and comforting alternative to
a traditional coffin or casket. Gentle on the eye and soft to the
touch, Natural Legacy coffins and ash caskets are loved by
families for the less severe and more personalised goodbye that
they allow.
Suitable for both burial and cremation, the more rounded coffin shape
combined with the soft strokeable finish allow a more relatable and less “final”
experience for those left behind and can be particularly comforting to sensitive
or younger members of a congregation.

Made using 100% British Wool that is expertly woven in Yorkshire, Natural
Legacy products are hand constructed on the same premises that has produced
the outer woollen cloth for over 230 years. The woollen outer layer is carefully
hand fitted around a strong recycled cardboard frame, which is reinforced with
an MDF base board for rigidity and stability, and then carefully lined with a soft
woollen wadding for a mattress base.
Each coffin interior is generously lined with cotton, attractively edged with jute
and completed with a soft cotton covered pillow, while the exterior is finished
with a beautiful blanket stitch detail, jute handles and simple wooden toggle
fastenings.

Natural Legacy coffins and ash caskets are completed with a
delicately stitched personalised nameplate that is neatly attached
to the coffin using two wooden toggles. A smaller more personal
plate can be supplied for the head of the coffin which many
families find consoling to retain as a keepsake following the
funeral.
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The ash casket from Natural Legacy is soft and multifunctional, the ashes are
given back to the bereaved family within a secondary internal box, which can
then be removed for scattering or burial, leaving the tactile outer to be used
as a memory box holding precious moments and treasures belonging to the
deceased.

A Natural Choice
Wool is a fibre with a true ‘green’ lineage. An annually renewable and truly
sustainable resource it is Mother Nature’s own SMART fibre, highly functional
and perfect for multiple uses whilst being fully biodegradable without
causing damage to our precious planet.

Families and Funeral Directors love
Natural Legacy
“At Arka Original Funerals we have found the Natural Legacy coffins to be
very popular with our customers, in particular they like the beautiful design,
the skill with which it’s made and the soft British wool which is so comforting
for people.”
“The woollen coffin gave me and my family great comfort. Many friends and
relatives have since told us how lovely, nice and different it was...”
“We, and many others, had such solace from stroking the woollen coffin and I
wish to thank you for helping us give a perfect send off for which people flew
in from all over the world...”
“The Church was packed with over five hundred people seeing the coffin for
the first time and I have had excellent feedback from many people who saw
and took notice that we had something so beautiful…”
“We held a funeral for a lady and her daughter and son-in-law “loved” the
woollen coffin they said it was so well suited to the person she was...”
“It really did help having such a beautiful, soft coffin for my Mum to rest in
and even the embroidery of Mum’s name was beautiful...”
Industry Data
Independently certified as 100% safe for cremation and burial.
Strong integrated carrying system means adult coffins can hold in excess
of 42 stones (266kg).
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